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INRTODCUCTION

This postdoctoral traineeship grant (W81XWH-06-1-0235, entitled “Automated Patient Positioning Guided by Cone-Beam CT for Prostate Radiotherapy”) was awarded to the principal investigator (PI) for the period of Jan. 1, 2006 to Dec. 31, 2007. This is the annual report for the first funding period (Jan. 1, 2006 – Dec. 31, 2006). The goal of this project is to develop a clinically practical technique for prostate patient positioning based on newly emerged CBCT on-board imaging system. Under the generous support from the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC), the PI has gained a tremendous amount of knowledge on prostate cancer and prostate cancer management. The support has also made it possible for the PI to contribute significantly to prostate cancer research. A number of conference and refereed publications have been resulted from the support. In this report, the past year’s research activities of the PI are summarized.

BODY

A. Introduction

Modern radiotherapy equipment is capable of delivering high precision conformal dose distributions to the target. However, to precisely locate the target prior to each treatment fraction, especially for soft tissue, is often problematic, due to the non-rigid internal motion of the target relative to bony structures or external landmarks. For this reason, gold-seed implants have been often used, for example in prostate, serving as a surrogate to enhance the visibility of the target in the portal film or the electronic portal imaging device (EPID). Recently, a new technology of kilo-voltage cone-beam CT (CBCT) has been integrated onboard with the linear accelerator (Linac) treatment machine. Superior to the common approach based on the two orthogonal images provided by the mega-voltage EPID, CBCT can offer high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) information of the patient in the treatment position. Thus the target localization could be potentially done more accurately with the aid of the onboard CBCT imager without using any implanted fiducials [1-12]. Although the CBCT technology provides many opportunities, in practice, there is currently a general lack of efficient method to utilize the 3D CBCT images for patient positioning. The two major inherent difficulties in the task of prostate localization are, first, the inter-fraction organ motions are more pronounced at pelvis than other sites, due to the emptying and filling of flexible organs nearby (rectum, bladder and to some extent, small bowel); secondly, the prostate has relatively low contrast resolution in CT images, which is likely to cause more errors in target delineation or localization. A lot of efforts have been made in utilizing CBCT for prostate-target positioning [13-15], for instance, to position using bony landmarks. Since the prostate gland can move independently to the bony structures and its shape may also change, this commonly used positioning technique results in large uncertainties in prostate targeting. Manually matching the prostate target based on the CBCT image is also possible but is time consuming and will introduce significant inter/intra-operator uncertainties.

B. New Patient Positioning Technique

We have developed a novel automated patient positioning technique for prostate cancer patients using deformable image registration. The significant advantages of this technique over traditional method are two-fold. First, it accounts for the complex non-rigid motion of the soft-tissue organs; Secondly, it considers both the prostate target and the organs at risk (OARs) simultaneously, thus a better clinical decision can be made in term of balancing the
displacements of the target and OARs. In brief, the method first registers the 3D CBCT image, acquired in the treatment room, to the 3D planning CT image using B-Spline deformable model, so that a point-to-point correspondence for the patient over the time (the period from planning to treatment) or the “deformation field” can be established. The displacement of every point in the target and sensitive structures are subsequently calculated and used to determine the final couch shifts by a weighted sum.

We have verified our positioning technique using a Varian Trilogy™ system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) installed in our clinic at Stanford Hospital, which is equipped with a kilo-voltage CBCT imager (see Figure 1). To test the technique, we have also built a pelvis phantom consisting of bladder, prostate, rectum, and bony structures, as illustrated in Figure 2. The phantom was first scanned with a clinical CT (General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI), with which a four-field 3D conformal treatment plan was generated. After deformation, it was scanned again with both the regular CT and the CBCT. The planning CT was acquired at 120 kV, 380 mA, 2.5mm slice thickness using helical mode, while the positioning CBCT were acquired at 80 mA with other scan parameters kept the same. The position of the “prostate” target was then derived using these images by three different approaches, including the proposed one based on deformable registration, one based on bony anatomy alignment, and one based on minimizing CT-number difference (MCD) via rigid translation of the target [15].

It was found that both the proposed and the MCD methods showed clear differences from bony anatomy alignment, reflecting the fact that the target had an internal motion independent to the bony structures. However, significant discrepancies were also observed between the proposed and the MCD methods, specifically, 12mm in x, 9mm in y, and 5mm in z axis in this study. Comparing Figures 3(a) and 3(b), we found that the proposed method presented much better accuracy for the target localization. In each of the two figures, positioning parameters were also calculated by using the regular CT images of the deformed phantom instead of CBCT, in which consistent results were achieved by the proposed one (see Figure 3b), while the MCD method generated different parameters (see Figure 3a). One of the reasons for MCD generating varied results when CBCT was replaced by clinical CT for positioning, is because that the clinical CT and the onboard CBCT have observable CT-number difference for the same tissue.

The proposed registration-based CBCT repositioning is quite robust to noise and system errors of the imaging modalities. With this technique, the uncertainties of soft-tissue target localization could be greatly reduced, which ensures conformal dose distribution to be precisely
delivered as planned. This will also enable the implementation of conformal radiotherapy for prostate tumor with much smaller margins than currently applied, leading to less complications and side effects and improved outcome of radiotherapy.

![Fig. 3. Positioning with (a) minimum CT-number difference and (b) deformable registration. The box outlines the volumetric image of the phantom in the treatment position. The color contour shows the same target after CBCT-guided repositioning, and the gray contour is the target after regular CT-guided repositioning. The CT-number difference between clinical CT and on-board CBCT resulted in discrepancy in the positioning parameters by this method.](image)

C. Registration Technique Refinement: theoretical investigation

One of the most important issues of using CBCT images is to accurately register it with the planning CT image, which is not only essential to patient positioning, but also critical to various applications such as treatment planning and delivered dose verification or adaptive radiotherapy. Currently, the CBCT imaging system is far from being perfect. Many image degrading factors such as the scatters, the beam hardening, and the approximate reconstruction algorithm etc, adversely affect the final image quality and may subsequently lead to inaccurate registration. Generally speaking, the CBCT 3D image is an artifacts-contaminated image compared with the diagnostic CT image. To improve the registration accuracy, we have been investigating a novel image space – to – projection space registration technique. The method has been validated with computer simulation, and clinical studies are under progress.

![Fig. 4. Deformation field resulted from different registration technique. (a) direct CT to CBCT image registration, where view-aliasing artifacts causes the registration error; (b) CT image to CBCT raw data registration; (c) true deformation field.](image)
Since the reconstruction process often complicates the property of various artifacts, we may avoid the drawback of using low-quality reconstructed image in deriving the motion model by registering the 3D planning CT directly to the CBCT raw data. The unique problem of this method is that the two images being registered are in different spaces, i.e. one in the image domain, and the other in the projection domain. We have developed an efficient algorithm for such a registration task using a BSpline model, and one example of the advantage of such method is shown in Figure 4.

To improve the registration further, we are looking for different similarity measurements such as normalized cross correlation and mutual information, to replace the sum of square differences metric that is currently used. It is expected that the new metric will be less influenced by the scatter and other factors inherent in CBCT imaging, and significantly increase the registration accuracy.

D. Exploration of Low-Dose CBCT Imaging

Due to the repeated use of CBCT for a patient, the radiation exposure of the imaging system to patients has been of great concern in radiation oncology. For patient positioning purpose, the strategies to reduce the CBCT radiation exposure that we have come up with during this training period are lowering as much as possible the x-ray tube current and using low number of projections at the same time. The issues associated with low x-ray tube current is mainly the dramatically increased statistical noise, and with low number of projection, the undersampling (view-aliasing) artifacts become prominent in CBCT images. Apparently, simple reduction of the radiation dose results in poor image quality that is not acceptable in most applications. In order to maintain a reasonable image quality or a minimal patient positioning error for this work, we have proposed a generalized CBCT enhancing technique. It is based on the deformable registration of all available information (CT or CBCT images) of the same patient at different time. The extra information borrowed from other images helps to improve the statistics and the data sampling rate as well. As one of the examples we have studied, in Figure 5 it is shown the improvement of the image quality with our enhancing technique for low-dose CBCT acquisition.

Fig. 5. Left: CBCT image with low number of projections showing undersampling streak artifacts; Right: the improved CBCT image with our enhancing technique based on deformable registration.
KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Developed a new image-to-projection deformable registration algorithm for CBCT/CT image matching, which is more accurate than conventional image-to-image registration method and more robust to various image artifacts such as view-aliasing or truncations.

- Developed and clinically implemented a novel automatic patient positioning strategy, which accounts for non-rigid organ motion, and balance the displacements of various organ structures.

- Improved the CBCT imaging quality and therefore made it possible to use low radiation dose CBCT for daily use, significantly reduced the risk of radiation-induced secondary cancer for patients.
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CONCLUSIONS

Despite the well-appreciated fact that onboard CBCT system can provide 3D anatomical information of a patient in the treatment position, its clinical applications have been hindered by the deficiencies in image quantitative accuracy and by the lack of a comprehensive image analysis procedure. This is evidenced by that very few institutions are using CBCT routinely for prostate cancer treatment. A challenge here is how to achieve automatic and accurate patient positioning with consideration of the non-rigid motions of the prostate and surrounding structures.

In this work, a novel patient positioning technique is developed and its utility for prostate cancer treatment is evaluated. Various factors affecting the final positioning decisions are addressed. Specifically, in dealing with the quantitative errors in the 3D or 4D images provided by current CBCT system, a more reliable deformable registration algorithm mapping from image space to projection space has been investigated and has shown very promising results. Furthermore, a low-dose CBCT imaging protocol is being developed, based on an image enhancing technique that we have developed for the CBCT imaging system, which makes it possible to employ CBCT on a daily basis without increasing the risk of radiation-induced secondary cancer or compromising the patient treatment outcome. With more evaluations, the automatic patient positioning technique will soon be part of routine practice at Stanford University Hospital. The data and experiences we accumulated in this project are well documented, and serve as a good reference for effectively utilizing CBCT imager, and will definitely enhance the outlook of the onboard CBCT in guiding radiation therapy as a whole.
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OPTIMIZING 4D CONE-BEAM CT ACQUISITION PROTOCOL FOR EXTERNAL BEAM RADIOThERAPY

TIANFANG LI, PH.D., AND LEI XING, PH.D.
Department of Radiation Oncology, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA

Purpose: Four-dimensional cone-beam computed tomography (4D-CBCT) imaging is sensitive to parameters such as gantry rotation speed, number of gantry rotations, X-ray pulse rate, and tube current, as well as a patient’s breathing pattern. The aim of this study is to optimize the image acquisition on a patient-specific basis while minimizing the scan time and the radiation dose.

Methods and Materials: More than 60 sets of 4D-CBCT images, each with a temporal resolution of 10 phases, were acquired using multiple-gantry rotation and slow-gantry rotation techniques. The image quality was quantified with a relative root mean-square error (RE) and correlated with various acquisition settings; specifically, varying gantry rotation speed, varying both the rotation speed and the number of rotations, and varying both the rotation speed and tube current to keep the radiation exposure constant. These experiments were repeated for three different respiratory periods.

Results: With similar radiation dose, 4D-CBCT images acquired with low current and low rotation speed have better quality over images obtained with high current and high rotation speed. In general, a one-rotation low-speed scan is superior to a two-rotation double-speed scan, even though they provide the same number of projections. Furthermore, it is found that the image quality behaves monotonically with the relative speed as defined by the gantry rotation speed and the patient respiratory period.

Conclusions: The RE curves established in this work can be used to predict the 4D-CBCT image quality before a scan. This allows the acquisition protocol to be optimized individually to balance the desired quality with the associated scanning time and patient radiation dose. © 2006 Elsevier Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Onboard cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) imaging provides a convenient means for accurate patient setup and dose verification (1–8). However, when used for thorax or upper abdomen imaging, motion artifacts appear in the reconstructed images because of intrascanning organ motion within the field of view (FOV). According to the International Electric Commission recommendation, onboard CBCT systems have a limited gantry rotation speed of 60 s per round. A complete scan therefore consists of projection data from 10 to 20 respiratory cycles of the patient, resulting in large amount of inconsistency in the CBCT projection data. Reconstruction algorithms based on theories of static object lead to images that are significantly deteriorated by motion artifacts. Because of the prolonged scanning time, these motion-induced adverse effects in CBCT are much more severe than those seen in conventional CT scans (9). The artifacts not only blur the image, but also inhibit direct use of CBCT for dose calculation (10–12).

Four-dimensional (4D) CBCT, or respiration-correlated CBCT, groups the acquired projection data into several bins as according to their respiratory phases. Each phase bin is then reconstructed independently to obtain a volumetric image corresponding to that specific phase (13–15). 4D-CBCT not only greatly reduces the motion artifacts presented in each of these phase-resolved images, but also provides the dynamic information of the patient anatomy, which is absent in the three-dimensional (3D) case, and could be very useful in future 4D radiotherapy (1).

Because the total amount of projections acquired during a 4D-CBCT scan is divided into several phase groups, the number of projections available for each image reconstruc-
tion becomes much less than in the regular 3D-CBCT case. As known from theory, the number of projections needed to avoid undersampling artifacts is inversely proportional to the reconstructed voxel size (16). An insufficient number of projections will lead to severe view-aliasing artifacts. To increase the number of projections for each phase, two strategies that can be employed are: slowing down the gantry rotation speed (SGR) and multiple gantry rotations (MGR). In addition to the gantry rotation speed and the number of gantry rotations, the quality of 4D-CBCT images is also sensitive to parameters such as the X-ray pulse rate, the tube current, and the patient’s breathing pattern. These parameters constitute a multidimensional space, making the optimal 4D-CBCT protocol intractable. To balance the tradeoff between image quality, scan time, and patient radiation dose, a patient-specific 4D-CBCT acquisition protocol is highly desirable. This issue is systematically studied in this work, with the goal of fully understanding the influences of these various scanning parameters to optimize 4D-CBCT data acquisition protocol.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

4D-CBCT data acquisition system

An Acuity simulator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) was used in this work for all CBCT imaging. In the case of regular 3D-CBCT simulation, a gantry rotation speed of 8°/s is used. The X-ray tube operates at 125 kVp and 80 mA with a pulse width at each projection angle of 9 ms when no bow-tie filter is used. The pulse width is increased to 25 ms if a bow-tie filter is used to maintain similar photon statistics. The data are acquired at ~15 frames/s and a full rotation (slightly more than 360°) consists of about 685 projections corresponding to an angle interval of about 0.5°. The radiation dose of a one-rotation CBCT scan at isocenter is approximately 4.0 cGy. The dimension of each acquired projection image is 397.3 mm × 298.0 mm, containing 1,024 × 768 pixels. With a source-to-axis distance of 100 cm and source-to-detector distance of 150 cm, the field of view is around 25 cm in diameter in the transverse plane for a full-fan mode. This can be close to 50 cm if a half-fan mode is employed (by shifting the flat-panel detector laterally). Here it should be noted that the half-fan mode generally results in inferior image quality when compared with that obtained with full-fan mode if all other acquisition parameters are maintained the same, and is a consequence of the loss of the data redundancy as is in the full-fan mode. However, for regions such as the thorax, a full-fan mode may result in truncated images, which are not appropriate for dose calculation. Thus the half-fan mode is preferred when a large field of view is required, and this mode is therefore used in this work.

To generate the 4D image sets, the acquired CBCT projections must be sorted into a number of bins according to their specific respiratory phases. The phase information of each projection can be obtained with the aid of a motion tracking system, for example, the Real-time Position Management system (Varian Medical Systems) as done in 4D-CT acquisition with conventional diagnostic CT scanners (17–25), or alternatively, it can be achieved by analyzing the acquired raw data in the projection space (26). In the latter, one or more CT-opaque fiducials are placed on the patient skin and the locations of the fiducials in the projections are detected by a computer searching algorithm. The coordinate of the fiducial is recorded as a function of the gantry angle, revealing the motion status of the object for each projection. In this work, the projection-space approach is used. Figure 1 shows an example of such a plot for the periodically moving phantom. The projections are phase-tagged according to the resultant sinusoidal curve, and sorted into 10 phase groups. The data in each phase bin are then reconstructed independently using a Feldkamp algorithm with a pixel size of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm in the cross-section plane and a slice thickness of 1.0 mm.

Motion phantom

To investigate the influence of various scanning parameters on the quality of 4D-CBCT, a motion phantom was constructed. The motion phantom consisted of a commercial CT calibration phantom CatPhan 600 (The Phantom Laboratory, Inc., Salem, NY) that is placed on top of a platform capable of sinusoidal motion along three directions: the phantom moved with the maximal displacements 5.5 cm in superoinferior direction, 1.5 cm in anteroposterior direction, and 0.2 cm in lateral direction. The period of the motion was continuously adjustable in the range of 0.5 s–1 min. In this work, three different periods were used to study the effects of breathing cycle on the image quality, which were 3.37 s, 4.59 s, and 6.53 s. 4D-CBCT images of the motion phantom were acquired using SGR or MGR methods as described in the following section. All 4D data acquisitions were using X-ray tube current of 10 mA unless otherwise stated. For comparison, three additional scans, with the phantom “frozen” at the “peak-inspiration,” “mid-expiration” and “peak-expiration” phases, were obtained as well using the standard 3D-CBCT protocol (gantry rotation speed at 8°/s, X-ray tube current and voltage at 80 mA and 125 kVp, respectively). The three scans served as our “standards” for these phases.

4D-CBCT image analysis

Because the images in this work involve significant artifacts, a common metric such as contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), defined as \( CNR = 1 < S_1 - S_2 > /\sigma \), may not be suitable, in the sense that a high CNR output may not represent a better image. For example, dark streak artifacts may accidentally decrease the mean value of
\( \hat{S}_s \), leading to a high CNR value. Thus the CNR metric may highly depend on the selected regions of interest. To have a more robust and accurate assessment of the images obtained using different CBCT settings, a “relative root mean square error” (denoted by \( RE \)) is chosen as the figure of merit of the image quality, which is defined as

\[
RE = \left( \frac{\sum (S_{4D}(i) - S_0(i))^2}{\sum S_0^2(i)} \right)^{1/2},
\]

where \( S_{4D} \) denotes the 4D single-phase image, and \( S_0 \) is the standard 80-mA 3D-CBCT images of the phantom frozen at the same phase. The summation runs over all voxels of the images. In Eq. 1, \( S_0 \) image is used as the “gold standard,” and the mean square error between the 4D images and the gold standard is normalized to the mean square of the true intensity.

**Slow-gantry rotation strategy**

A sufficient number of projections must be collected for each phase to remove the view-aliasing artifacts in 4D-CBCT. One way to achieve this is to slow down the gantry rotation. In this way, the number of breathing cycles covered by a full rotation is increased, leading to more projections in each phase group. Figure 2 is a sketch illustrating the relationship between the gantry rotation schemes and the breathing. The dark areas represent the available projections that belong to the same phase group.

To examine the influence of gantry rotation speed on the resultant image quality, scans were made of the motion phantom for eight gantry rotation speeds ranging from 8°/s to 1°/s. All other system variables were kept constant with the X-ray tube current and voltage in these eight scans being held at 10 mA and 125 kVp, respectively. This increased the total number of projections from about 680 for 8°/s speed to about 5,440 for 1°/s speed. Consequently, the number of projections in each phase bin increased by ~8 times. The resultant 4D-CBCT images were then analyzed using the RE metric as defined in Eq. 1.

Another important quantity for SGR 4D acquisition is the relation between image quality and the associated radiation exposure. For a constant X-ray pulse width, the radiation dose is directly proportional to the number of projections (beam-on time) and essentially linear to the X-ray tube current. Hence a scan with a rotational speed of 1°/s at 10 mA current will result in a similar amount of radiation as a scan with a 2°/s rotation speed at doubled the tube current. To investigate this image quality–tube current relationship, 4D-CBCT images of the motion phantom were acquired for 1°/s-10 mA, 2°/s-20 mA, 4°/s-40 mA, 5°/s-50 mA, and 8°/s-80 mA, for each of the three motion periods mentioned previously. These scanning schemes deliver a similar radiation dose to the phantom. A quantitative comparison of the 4D images was carried out.

**Multiple-gantry rotation strategy**

An alternative to SGR is MGR 4D acquisition, in which the gantry now rotates multiple times back and forth. As with SGR, the projections of the same phase are again collected and used for 4D-CBCT image reconstruction. The MGR acquisition scheme in relation to the breathing pattern is sketched in Fig. 2c. As shown, both SGR and MGR strategies lead to an increase in the number of projections over conventional CBCT (Figs. 2b, 2c); however, the angular distribution of the projections of a given phase group is very different. In SGR, the projections belonging to a particular breathing phase are regularly distributed in the angular space, whereas in MGR, two or more rotations lead to the projection becoming irregular. As a result, now there is a chance that, during the multiple gantry rotations, projections at the same phase and gantry angle may occur more than once, leading to redundancy of the data and resulting in less effective 4D-CBCT reconstruction.

The angular overlap or partial overlap of the projection data can, in principle, be avoided/reduced by properly selecting the initial phase of the two (or multiple) scans. Generally, as illustrated in Fig. 2d, the chance for two successive scans to overlap is minimal when the gantry moves in opposite directions. One can imagine that if two scans are in the same direction, at every angle, the two projections from the two scans may be at same phase in the extreme case. This scenario will never happen if the two scans are in opposite directions. Two-rotation MGR scans with the gantry “back and forth” were performed for each of the previously mentioned three motion periods and the results were compared with that obtained using SGR. To maintain a constant radiation exposure, the gantry rotation speed in the MGR approach was increased by a factor of two as compared with that of a single rotation scan.

**Relative gantry speed**

Four-dimensional-CBCT image quality depends not only on the gantry rotation speed, but also on the patient respiratory pattern. This suggests that a patient-specific setting might be needed to achieve a similar quality of 4D-CBCT images. Here we propose a new measure of relative speed to combine the two variables of gantry rotation and patient respiration, which is defined as follows

\[
Relative \text{ Speed} = \frac{Respiratory \text{ Period(s)}}{Gantry \text{ Rotation \text{ Speed}}(\text{deg/s})}.
\]

Relative speed has a unit of degree, which is the spanned angle of the CBCT scan during the time of one respiratory cycle.

The data acquired in these studies, for different motion periods and different scanning speed at constant X-ray tube current (10 mA) and voltage (125 kVp), were reanalyzed to illustrate the utility of the new concept in optimizing the 4D-CBCT image acquisition protocol on a patient-specific basis.

**RESULTS**

**4D-CBCT image quality as a function of gantry rotation speed**

Four-dimensional-CBCT images acquired with eight different gantry rotation speeds and constant X-ray tube current (10 mA) for the phantom moving at a period of 3.37 s are summarized in Fig. 3. From the top-left to the bottom-middle, the images correspond to gantry rotation speeds from 8°/s to 1°/s. Without loss of generality, only the phase 0% images of the 4D-CBCT acquisitions are compared here. Note that all other imaging parameters such as the tube current and voltage were the same for all the eight scans. The golden standard image (obtained with a standard 3D-CBCT protocol and without motion) is also shown at the bottom right in Fig. 3. As expected, it is found that the image quality improves with decreasing gantry rotation speeds. Similar trends were also observed for the phantom moving with the other two periods (4.93 s and 6.53 s).
The quantitative relation between image quality and gantry rotation speed was analyzed using the image metric of REs and the results were plotted in Fig. 4. For all three respiratory periods, the relative errors are found to increase with increasing gantry rotation speeds, indicating a drop in the image quality. Also from Fig. 4, it is seen that at a given

---

**Fig. 2.** Illustration of four-dimensional cone-beam computed tomography acquisitions with gantry rotation speed (SGR) and multiple gantry rotations (MGR) methods. The shadow in the diagrams represents the projections available for reconstruction of one particular phase. (a) Single rotation with rotation speed of a conventional three-dimensional scan, in which the number of projections in a phase bin is relatively small; (b) with SGR, a scan expands more respiratory cycles, hence more projections of the same phase can be collected; (c) with MGR, the number of projections in a phase group increases as shown by the gray and blue shadow; (d) the phase distribution in two successive rotations of the MGR method. Note that if two projections overlap at a particular angle, for example, for 0% phase, the projections at neighbor angles will be in different phases because the two rotations are in opposite directions.
gantry rotation speed, the image quality improves (smaller RES) with increasing phantom velocities. This is not surprising because a full scan at fast phantom speed will contain more respiratory cycles, leading to a reduction of the gap (Fig. 2) between the projections of same phase in two successive cycles, hence less view-aliasing artifacts. To help visualize this effect, Fig. 5 shows the 0% phase images obtained for the three different motion modes with the same gantry rotation speed of 2°/s.

**SGR acquisition under the condition of a constant radiation exposure**

As mentioned previously, the photon flux, noise level and patient radiation exposure are all related to the tube current. This is investigated by comparison of the 0% phase 4D images for scans of 8°/s at 80 mA, 5°/s at 50 mA, 4°/s at 40 mA, 2°/s at 20 mA, and 1°/s at 10 mA. Because the radiation exposure is approximately proportional to the tube current, scans with these eight settings deliver a similar level of radiation dose to the phantom. Again, the image metric of RE was employed to quantify the difference...
among the images. As shown in Fig. 6, the image acquired with the combination of 1°/s and 10 mA setting had the best quality (smallest RE). For visual comparison, the 1°/s—10 mA and 8°/s—80 mA images are shown in Fig. 7. Moving to slower gantry rotation speed will lead to each phase accumulating more projection data that can be used for reconstruction as compared with faster scans. As a consequence, the integral photon number (filtered back projection) at a spatial point is not reduced in the SGR low-current acquisition as compared with high-current, high-speed scans. Furthermore, at low scan speed, the data become more evenly spared along the 360° circle for each phase, leading to less view-aliasing artifact and consequently to higher image quality.

As shown in Fig. 6, it is found that RE increases almost linearly as a function of the scan speed. Because the total number of projections in a scan, and therefore the number of projections in each phase, varies linearly with the gantry rotation speed, it seems that the RE measure is an appropriate image metric, which has a linear relationship to the number of projections available for generating the phase image.

4D-CBCT imaging with single- and double-gantry rotations

Both SGR and MGR resulted in an increased number of projections. However, as illustrated in Figs. 2b and 2c, the angular distribution of the projections is different for the two acquisition schemes. In general, the efficiency of the MGR method depends on the level of projection redundancy or overlap of the data from the two or more gantry rotations. The 4D-CBCT images acquired with SGR and MGR were compared using the RE metric, and the results are summarized in Fig. 8. Here it is found that for all three motion modes (3.37 s, 4.93 s, and 6.53 s, respectively) and for different combinations of the gantry rotations speed and number of rotations, SGR almost always led to a lower RE or better image quality than the MGR method.

4D-CBCT image quality as a function of the relative speed

The relationship between the image quality and the relative speed is presented in Fig. 9. The data shown in Fig. 9 were fitted with a second order polynomial. The parameters of the model and the goodness of the fit are also shown in the figure. The monotonic dependence of the RE on the relative speed suggests that the relative speed is a meaningful concept in characterizing the 4D-CBCT data acquisition. The quantity “condenses” two important parameters (patient-specific respiration period and the gantry rotation speed) into one and is useful for us to optimize the 4D-CBCT acquisition protocol. In reality, because the respiratory period of a patient can be measured with the aid of a real-time position management signal or similar device (e.g., strain gauge signal) before the 4D-CBCT scanning, a suitable gantry speed can be derived to achieve a prespecified image quality before 4D-CBCT scan. Alternatively, one can use the curve as shown in Fig. 9 to preestimate the 4D image quality for an acquisition setting and to estimate the corresponding patient radiation dose.

DISCUSSION

Cone-beam CT volumetric imaging integrated with a medical linear accelerator opens new avenues for improving current radiation oncology practice. In reality, CBCT has two important applications: patient setup and dose reconstruction/verification. By imaging the patient routinely during a course of radiation therapy, the accuracy of the patient setup can potentially be improved. Furthermore, the CBCT provides a pretreatment patient model on which the dose calculation can be performed using intended fluence maps from the planning system or other means. Both applications rely on the fidelity and quality of the volumetric images. When imaging in the region of thorax and upper abdomen, however, respiration-induced artifacts, such as blurring, doubling, streaking, and distortion are observed, which heavily degrade the image quality, and affect the target
localization ability and the accuracy of dose verification. These artifacts in CBCT are much more severe than those found in conventional CT exams because of the relatively slow gantry rotation. In conventional CT, each rotation of the scan can be completed within 0.5 s, during this period the organ/tumor motion is relatively small. Patient body restraints and breath-hold techniques can be used to minimize the motion if necessary. On the contrary, in CBCT scan, the gantry rotation speed is much slower, typically around 1 min for a full 360° scan in acquiring the projection data, which covers more than 10 breathing cycles for most patients. 4D-CBCT or phase-correlated CBCT is an effective way to reduce/eliminate the motion artifacts and makes it useful for guiding the patient setup and dose validation in the presence of organ motion.

Radiation dose is an important issue in CT imaging and, in particular the onboard CBCT imaging because of the repeated use of modality for a given patient. We found that, as we increase the number of projections per phase by slowing down the gantry rotation speed or multiple gantry rotations, the tube current can be lowered accordingly. In this way, the 4D image quality is generally not compromised and one can obtain decent 4D-CT images without increasing the radiation exposure. In a sense, this scheme is to “spread” the photons of a projection in 3D-CBCT to a range of angles in 4D-CBCT imaging, which represents a better tradeoff between the signal-to-noise ratio and the reduction in motion artifacts. In addition to the reduced patient dose, low current is essential to avoid overheating the X-ray tube, especially for an onboard imager without oil cooling system. Although the 4D image quality directly relates to the number of projections available for each phase, there is a limit for slowing down gantry speed. Beyond this limit, the time needed to complete the scan may be too long to cause patient discomfort and extra intrascan motion (other than the respiration-induced motion) may lead to undesirable artifacts. There is a practical need to keep the scanning time as short as possible while maintaining an acceptable image quality. The result shown in Fig. 9 provides guidance for the 4D-CBCT acquisition on a patient-specific basis, which predicts the quality of the 4D images for a certain gantry rotation speed and patient respiratory period. Though patient irregular breathing patterns may alter the number and angular distribution of the pro-

**Fig. 8.** The effects of increasing the number of rotations and gantry speed. With the same radiation dose, for most of the cases, low rotation speed results in a better image quality than multiple rotations.
Artifacts and improves the image quality, it deals with each phase binning before reconstruction reduces the motion corresponding to different couch positions. Ning artifacts may arise due to mismatch of the slices ence of breathing irregularity on the 4D images is different between the image quality and the average patient respira-
nary period. Obviously, this approximation is valid only (10 mA) and voltage (125 kVp).
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Fig. 9 will nonetheless represent an approximate relation between the image quality and relative speed of the four-dimensional cone-beam computed tomography scan. The data were acquired for three motion modes with gantry rotation speed varying from 1°/s to 8°/s and constant X-ray tube current (10 mA) and voltage (125 kVp).

Although 4D-CBCT technique (SGR or MGR) with phase binning before reconstruction reduces the motion artifacts and improves the image quality, it deals with each phase independently and ignores the correlation of the projections among different phase groups. It is of great interest to reconstruct a 4D object (with spatial and temporal parameters) rather than a series of independent 3D objects (with only spatial parameters), by using simultaneously all the projection data collected in different respiratory phase groups. With the aid of deformable registration and novel reconstruction techniques (9, 22, 27–33), it is possible to incorporate all projection data of different phases into one image reconstruction process. In this way, information from the measurement (CBCT scan) is fully used in the data processing, and more accurate imaging and better dose efficiency may be achieved.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that 4D-CBCT images with significantly reduced artifacts can be obtained with a commercially available on-board imager system. A measure of relative error was used to quantify the image quality. At the same radiation dose, the low-current, low-speed acquisition is superior to acquisition with a high current and high speed (<8°/s), and, in most cases, for the same total scanning time, one-rotation low-speed scan is more preferable as compared with an acquisition based on multiple rotations and higher speed. Furthermore, we suggested that 4D-CBCT gantry rotation speed should be determined on a patient-specific basis and have established a quantitative relation between the 4D-CBCT image quality and the relative speed. The approach optimizes the 4D acquisition and makes an efficient use of the available 4D-CBCT technology. The study lays foundation for clinical application of 4D-CBCT and should have significant implication to image-guided radiation therapy.
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Abstract

Four-dimensional (4D) cone-beam CT (CBCT) is commonly obtained by respiratory phase binning of the projections, followed by independent reconstructions of the rebinned data in each phase bin. Due to the significantly reduced number of projections per reconstruction, the quality of the 4DCBCT images is often degraded by view-aliasing artifacts seen in the axial view. Acquisitions using multiple gantry rotations or slow gantry rotation can increase the number of projections and substantially improve the 4D images. However, the extra cost of the scan time may set fundamental limits of their applications in clinics. Improving the trade-off between image quality and scan time is the key to making 4D onboard imaging practical and more useful. In this paper, we present a novel technique toward high-quality 4DCBCT imaging without prolonging the acquisition time, referred to as the “enhanced 4DCBCT”. The method correlates the data in different phase bins and integrates the internal motion into the 4DCBCT image formulation. Several strategies of the motion derivation are discussed, and the resultant images are assessed with numerical simulations as well as a clinical case.
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I. Introduction

Medical linear accelerators equipped with cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging system, using either kV or MV x-ray source, have recently become available in clinics. The volumetric image provided by CBCT opens new avenues for patient setup, dose verification, and online treatment planning\(^{1-12}\). These applications rely highly upon the fidelity and quality of the CBCT images. When imaging in the region of thorax and upper abdomen, however, respiration induced artifacts, such as blurring, doubling, streaking and distortion are observed, which heavily degrade the image quality, and affect the target localization ability and the accuracy of dose calculation\(^ {13,14}\).

A recently proposed method to account for respiratory motion during CBCT imaging is called “respiration correlated CBCT” or four-dimensional (4D) CBCT\(^ {15-18}\). In this method, the CBCT projections are divided into several groups as according to their respiratory phases. Each phase group is then reconstructed independently to yield a volumetric image corresponding to that specific phase. Since the selected projections in each group have almost the same phase, the method greatly reduces the motion-induced inconsistency among the data, leading to improved image reconstruction. However, the number of projections available for each image reconstruction is substantially decreased compared to a conventional 3D CBCT due to the data dividing. This may lead to serious undersampling problem and result in strong view-aliasing artifacts in the phase-resolved images. The artifacts are generated during the backprojection step in the CBCT image reconstruction process and are mainly seen in the 2D axial planes.

To eliminate the view-aliasing artifacts in 4DCBCT, we have recently investigated acquisition techniques of “multiple gantry rotation” and “slow gantry rotation” with low x-ray tube current\(^ {16,17}\). These methods increase the number of projections of each phase and significantly improve the 4DCBCT image quality. However a practical issue is the prolonged acquisition time, which may limit their clinical applications.

The purpose of this work is to investigate a novel approach to reduce the acquisition time while maintaining the 4DCBCT image quality, or from another point of view, to enhance the current 4DCBCT image quality while using short acquisition time.
The approach developed in this paper is essentially to reduce the view-aliasing artifacts resulted from insufficient sampling. To increase the sampling rate in each individual phase, projections of all other phases can be incorporated into the reconstruction process. To do so, a motion model linking the data of different phases is required, which can be derived from deformable registrations of the 4DCBCT phases. Two other registration strategies of introducing an additional diagnostic CT image and mapping between image space and projection space are also investigated. The proposed approach is evaluated with numerical simulations. Since the view-aliasing artifacts are prominent only in the axial view and for simplicity, we start with fan-beam (2D) geometry to study the performance of the approach, a clinical case of a lung cancer patient is then presented.

II. Methods and Materials

A. Reconstruction for reduced view-aliasing artifacts

As described earlier, to form the 4DCBCT images, the acquired projection data are retrospectively sorted into several phase bins before reconstructions. When the acquisition time is limited, the reduced number of projections per reconstruction will result in undersampling and degrade the image with view-aliasing artifacts. In order to improve the sampling rate in each phase, we need to borrow projection information from other phases. Obviously, direct inclusion of projections of other phases will cause the inconsistency in the data due to the patient motion. However, as we have shown previously, if the motion can be accurately modeled, a motion-corrected CBCT reconstruction can be obtained. The idea is to perform the backprojections of the filtered data along deformed paths according to the corresponding motion. Equivalently and computationally more efficiently, one can reconstruct each individual phase first, then superimpose all the phases after deforming each of them into the same phase based on the given motion model. In the next, we focus on discussing different ways to deriving the motion model.

B. Motion model estimation
A1. Register artifacts-contaminated 4D images

The most straightforward way to find the motion model is to register the 4DCBCT phases using a deformable model. A unique problem here is that the images to be registered contain serious streak artifacts, which may adversely affect the accuracy of the derived motion model, and the error can propagate into the final 4DCBCT images. Nevertheless, the process may prove to be favorable because of greatly reduced view-aliasing artifacts. The performance of this method is shown later with a simulation study, where the registration was done based on a free-form Spline (BSpline) model. The simplicity and yet accuracy of the BSpline method make it a preferred tool for many clinical applications \(^{20-24}\). More details about this registration algorithm can be found in Ref. \([22]\).

A2. Register planning CT to 4DCBCT phased image

Note that in radiation therapy, it is often the case that a patient has already got a 3D or 4D CT scan for the treatment planning prior to any radiation delivery. In such case, an artifact-free volumetric image can be assumed available upon the 4DCBCT scan. The idea is to match this artifact-free 3D image with each phase of the 4DCBCT images to derive the motion model. Since only one of the two images being registered has artifacts, it is expected that the accuracy will be improved over the first procedure. Again, the performance of this method is evaluated with the simulation study later in this paper.

A3. Registration from image space to projection space

Although the reconstructed 4DCBCT phase images contain view-aliasing artifacts, one should realize that the artifacts are not originally present in the raw data but are generated later during the reconstruction process. Therefore, we may avoid the drawback of using low-quality reconstructed image in deriving the motion model by registering the 3D planning CT directly to the CBCT raw data (after phase sorting). Note the two images being registered are in different spaces, in the following, we present a simple algorithm for such a registration task using a BSpline model.

Similar to the conventional image registration using deformable models, the motion of the object is described by \( g(x; t) = f(x + u(x; t)) \), where \( f(x) \) represents the
3D image obtained from the planning CT scan, \( g(x; t) \) is the same object at a particular phase \( t \) during the 4DCBCT scan, and \( u(x; t) \) defines the corresponding deformation for point \( x \) at that phase. With the BSpline model, the deformation is defined on a sparse, regular grid of control points \( \lambda_n \) placed over the CT image. When a point is not on the grid, the associated deformation is calculated by the B-spline interpolation as follows

\[
u(x; t) = \sum_n \theta_{n,j} \beta^{(3)} \left( \frac{x - \lambda_n}{\Delta_x} \right),\]

where \( \beta^{(3)}(x) = \beta^{(3)}(x) \beta^{(3)}(y) \beta^{(3)}(z) \) is a separable cubic B-spline convolution kernel, \( \theta_{n,j} \) are the values for the control points at phase \( t \), and \( \Delta_x \) controls the grid spacing in each dimension.

To register the CBCT projections with the planning CT image, we adopt the metric of sum of squared difference,

\[
\Phi(\theta) = \sum_i (Y_i - \sum_j A_{ij} g_j)^2 = \sum_i (Y_i - \sum_j A_{ij} f_j(x + u))^2,
\]

where \( Y_i \) is the total attenuation along the \( i \)th projection ray, \( j \) is the index of the image voxel, and \( A \) is the cone-beam projection matrix. For simplicity, the phase index \( t \) is neglected here. Given the projection data \( Y \) and planning CT image \( f \), the deformation field \( u \) at a particular phase can be found by minimizing the above objective function. General-purpose algorithms can be applied to solve the optimization problem, and in this work the LBFGS algorithm is used, which requires the calculation of the first derivative of the cost function \( \Phi \). It can be shown that (2) has a closed-form derivative that can be calculated explicitly. For a similar derivation, readers are referred to the appendix of [26].

C. Simulation study

While the above developed approach intended for 3D cone-beam geometry, we found it convenient to demonstrate the performances of the different algorithms in 2D fan-beam geometry. The parameters for the 2D numerical simulations were similar to the real setup of a Varian Trilogy machine (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA), where the focal length of the fan beam was 150 cm and the radius of the detector rotation was
50 cm. The fan beam had 1024 samples spaced by 0.388 mm, and 2048 projection views were simulated with projection angles evenly spanned over 360°. The object used in the simulations came from one slice of the CT images of a patient, which contained 512x512 pixels with the pixel size of 1.0 mm. To include the effect of the respiratory-induced motion, we imposed an arbitrary periodically changing deformation field on the image during the CT simulation, with the maximum motion amplitude of approximately 3 cm and the period of 4 second. In reality, irregular patient respiration is possible, which may affect the accuracy of phase binning in 4DCBCT. However, this was not considered in our simulations because the focus of this paper is the reduction of the view-aliasing artifacts.

D. Patient study

A lung cancer patient had a multiple-gantry-rotation (MGR) 4DCBCT scan in our clinic and his 4D images were used to evaluate our proposed approach. Due to the limit access of the available data, only the method described in section A1 was tested. The 4DCBCT was acquired with a Trilogy system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). For the MGR 4D scan, the x-ray tube current was set to 32 mA, and four gantry rotations were performed at a speed of 6°/s. Each rotation (slightly over 360 deg) consisted of over 680 projections, and the effective area of each acquired projection image was 397.312 mm x 297.984 mm, containing 1024x768 pixels. The average breathing cycle of the patient was 4.2 sec. The 4DCBCT images were obtained by retrospective sorting of the MGR data into 6 phases and subsequently reconstructing the rebinned data. More details about this 4DCBCT technique can be found in 16. To evaluate the proposed 4D image enhancing method, the 4D phases were registered to the 0% phase with BSpline deformable model and then superimposed. The resultant phase-0% image was then compared with the original 4DCBCT for several axial slices to demonstrate the differences.

III. Results
A. Simulation study

The simulated projection data are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, where the left is from the static CT image and the right is from the same object with the artificial in-plane deformation. It is seen that the object motion during the scan generated large amount of inconsistency in the projection data (Fig. 1b). To show its effect on the resultant image, in Fig. 1c and 1d, the corresponding reconstructed images are compared, where artifacts such as blurring, doubling, distortion, and streak artifacts are observed in the motion contaminated image (Fig. 1d).

The simulated projections of the continuously deformed image were retrospectively sorted into 8 phases. Five of the reconstructed phases from the peak inspiration to the peak expiration are illustrated in Fig. 2a, and a zoomed-in image of the phase 1 is shown in Fig. 2b. Compared with the reconstructed images in Fig. 1c and 1d, it can be found that the motion blurring is greatly reduced and the boundary of the primary tumor became much clearer after the phase sorting. However, some low contrast structures (for example the aorta, muscle, etc) are lost due to the view-aliasing streak artifacts.

Three enhanced images using the proposed approach are shown in Fig. 3 corresponding to the three motion model derivation techniques. The top row in Fig. 3 shows the derived deformation between phase 1 and phase 4, where from the left to the right are using “4D phase-to-phase registration” (method A1), “CT image to 4D phases” (method A2), and “CT image to CBCT projection” (method A3), respectively. The corresponding reconstructed images (at phase 1) are shown in the middle row, and the difference images (by subtracting the true CT image) are shown in the bottom. From these images, we found that the image enhancing approach using any of the three motion model improved the image quality over the regular phase-resolved image, and the method as described in section A3 by matching CT image with CBCT raw data generated the best final images, because a relatively more accurate motion model is applied.

A. Patient study

The enhanced 4DCBCT images were obtained for the patient using the proposed approach and the motion model derived with method A1. In Fig 4, the resultant image
phase 1 is shown along with the image of the same phase before the enhancement. Though the artifacts in the original 4D images are not prominent, it is found the proposed technique improved the image quality and more details are revealed after the process.

IV. Discussion and Conclusion

One goal of 4DCBCT is to remove the respiratory motion induced artifacts in the reconstructed images to increase the accuracy of target localization and dose calculation. Different from conventional 4DCT \cite{27-29}, 4DCBCT acquisition with an onboard imager usually has a much slower speed about 1 min per rotation, and due to the limited total scan time in practice, undersampling is often an issue resulting in severely degraded 4D images, which sometimes are even worse than the motion contaminated 3D images. The approach proposed in this paper reconstructs the image of any particular phase by introducing additional information from other phases, effectively increasing the sampling rate and improving the image quality. In general, the approach relies on the accuracy of the motion model that relates different projections. We have demonstrated with 2D simulations that the best way to derive the motion model is to register the artifact-free CT images with the CBCT projections, if a planning CT scan has been performed prior to the CBCT scan. Though the registration accuracy in 3D geometry may be different from 2D geometry, these basic principles and relative performances observed in this paper are expected true. As an example, the real patient case shown in this paper demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method under the worst condition (low view-aliasing artifacts in the 4D images leaves little space for further improvement, low accuracy in motion derivation by using method A1 limits the performance of the proposed approach).

As it is known, the radiation dose has been one of the major concerns in CBCT imaging because of the repeated use for a given patient. With the proposed approach, it is possible to lower the x-ray tube current hence the radiation exposure for the 4DCBCT scan while maintaining a meaningful 4D image, because introducing additional information of other phases during reconstruction effectively increases the photon statistics. This is similar to the case of 4D fan-beam CT studied earlier by our group \cite{30}. 
The efficacy of the approach in improving the tradeoff between the controlled radiation exposure and the resultant CBCT image quality is being investigated.

It should be noted that the proposed 4DCBCT enhancing technique needs computation of the deformation field before the image reconstruction, which takes extra time compared to regular CBCT imaging. Currently, a 3D image-to-image registration with image size of 512x512x64 will take approximately 30 minutes. The image-to-projection registration method generally takes longer because of the calculation of the forward projections. The computational time makes it difficult for online applications in the treatment room. However, development of techniques in speeding up the algorithms as well as the computer hardware is highly promising, which we believe will make the 4DCBCT imaging fast and reliable in the near future. In addition, the 4DCBCT image quality may be further improved by advanced reconstruction algorithm and helical scan mode 31-33.

In conclusion, we have developed a novel approach to enhance the 4DCBCT image quality. The enhancement is achieved by increasing the angular sampling rate of each phase of the 4DCBCT data using information from other phases, thus the view-aliasing artifacts commonly seen in the limited-time scan 4DCBCT images are eliminated or significantly reduced. The approach opens new opportunities for 4DCBCT to be a more useful tool that may substantially improve the current cancer management in radiation oncology.
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**Figure Captions**

Figure 1. Simulated projections and their corresponding reconstructed images. The left column is from the static object and the right column is from the same object with artificial deformation.

Figure 2. (a) Five examples of the reconstructed phases after the phase sorting of the simulated projection data of the moving object; (b) a zoomed-in image of the first reconstructed phase, where it is found that the motion blurring is reduced by phase binning, but some low-contrast structures are lost due to view-aliasing artifacts.

Figure 3. The first row, from the left to the right, illustrates the difference of the derived deformation field obtained by methods A1, A2 and A3, respectively. The second row shows the corresponding reconstructed images for phase 1 using the proposed image enhancement technique. The third row is the difference images obtained by subtracting from the second row the true image (i.e., conventional reconstruction of a static object).

Figure 4. 4DCBCT images of a patient. The left column shows three arbitrary slices of the peak inspiration phase, and the right column is the corresponding images after the proposed enhancement with motion model derived by using method A1.
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